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the way i played was easy. every time i killed a mob that i didn't have a
morph for, i would morph into it, and then kill it. i then would press
delete, and go to the morph screen. i then would select the morph,
then press enter. i would then play the animation of the new morph,
and then be able to use its abilities and attack my victim. i also didn't
find any major bugs with this mod. if you need to try out the morphs,
you can find them in the mod in the download section. pretty cool, can
see how useful it would be to turn off to the mobs' ability to detect you,
until the player morphs into them, effectively disabling them. you could
also use it with the mining buffs and it would be perfect, since you
could have a cow herd and can each cow mine their own minerals. the
morph mod is really cool. i love the idea that it allows you to morph into
any mob just by killing them. i would suggest a few changes to this
mod. for example, the animations might be a bit more pleasing to look
at. also, the menu could be improved. maybe add an option to delete
your current morph, or include a button to return you to the player
model. but other than that, it's a great mod. good job! :) very cool idea.
it would be nice if i could morph from a pig to a chicken and vice versa.
also, i think that it would be cool if you could put your current morph on
the list of available morphs so you can switch between them like you do
currently with the extra morphs. also, the morph option should be on
the main screen, not the extra morphs screen. i love the idea of this
mod, however, i think that the customization should be on the menu
and not on the main menu. also, i think it would be nice if you could
select a random mob to morph into instead of the list of morphs.
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-you can morph into your end world mobs if you wish. if you kill a mob
it will stay dead and you will not be able to morph into it. killing an end
world mob will not allow you to morph into it. to morph into them you
must kill your own end world mobs. with the morph mod you can even
transform to a mob that is not a vanilla entity. you can transform into

the polymorphic mob ‘mushroom’, which turns into the mob ‘creeper’ if
you die. with the ‘mushroom’ morph you can also obtain a ‘creeper’

ability, and the morphing of a mob is only a matter of time. the morph
mod is compatible with other mods that bring a lot of entities to life: mo

creatures, ore spawn, twilight forest and others. by this feature your
options to morph into an entity is very large. to browse for a previously
stored morph you just use the home and end keys from your keyboard.

to select a morph you need to press enter/return/lmb. when you get
bored of a morph you easily can press delete or backspace to remove
the morph and to restore to the original skin. the morph mod allows

every player to morph into any mob after you killed it. at any point you
can choose every morph that you want to be from a list with the

morphs that you were before. also this mod is great if you ever thought
how it is to be a chicken, a cow, a pig or other kind of mob even

zombies or the ender dragon. once you are transformed in your desired
entity you will have all of its abilities and attack power. within the mod

you will be able to obtain 8 different abilities. you can either opt for
climbing, floating, fire immunity, flying, swimming, hostility, sunburns

and water allergies, all of which seamlessly combine into a stellar
experience. the only way to identify abilities is to look at the morph gui
located near the name of the morph, something you will like for sure.
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